As “ GREEN ” as it gets!
officially defines “green”, it will remain a

everyday build-up of organic and
inorganic soil, dirt and grime.”

misleading “buzz word” used by “certification”
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companies and manufacturers. As it now stands,

homes, hotels, schools, restaurants and other public

Without a world wide standard that

“green” has as many different meanings as

facilities how they can “Clean
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there are shades of green. Touting a product as

Harder” with its new cleaning & antimicrobial-

“green” should mean that it poses no risk to

resistant barrier coating technologies that takes

users or the environment, and that it conserves

the guesswork out of cleaning. Ohlhausen said,

our natural resources, protects against waste,
and minimizes its impact on water reclamation
and waste disposal.
Thus, in terms of cleaning and keeping
surfaces sanitary, “green” should mean easier,
more effective product performance using fewer,
safer chemicals that involve less packaging and
less waste.

“We have shown companies how they
can save up to 50% on their chemical
purchases and even more on labor
costs, while maintaining a cleaner
facility. Many companies are not even
aware of the ever increasing costs
they are spending to maintain their
facilities on a daily basis.”
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And on the “pure green” side, SANI-

is doing just that with its innovative SANI-

SHIELD and SANI-SCRUB are warranted to

SHIELD® and SANI-SCRUB® 1-Step Surface

be free of harsh acids or alkalis, phosphates,

Care technologies that clean and simultaneously

ammonia, glycol ethers, terpenes, hydrocarbon

shield surfaces against the adhesion & buildup

propellants, quaternary ammonium compounds,

of re-soiling for easier next-time cleaning and

silver and chlorine bleach…and it says so right on

which prevents the growth of odor-causing

each label.

bacteria, mold & mildew in-between cleaning.
The products promote a reduced need for costly
resource-consumptive chemicals and wasteful
packaging. Steven Ohlhausen, President of
Unelko, says, “Since

you can’t prevent
re-soiling and re-contamination, at
least reduce the amount of time, effort
and the cost of excess chemicals by
protecting the surface against

“You
need considerably less cleaning
chemicals to clean a shielded surface;
sometimes even plain water and a
microfiber towel is all you need to
clean a surface previously treated with
SANI-SHIELD or SANI-SCRUB.
Ohlhausen finished by saying,

Now, That’s

as “Green” as it gets! ■
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1-Step Surface Care Technologies.
1. CLEAN 99.% of organic soil with

each use of the “spray & wipe”
cleaner. Cleanser removes 99.9% of
organic & inorganic soil with each use.

2. SHIELD surfaces with an 				

antimicrobial-resistant water, soil &
stain repellent barrier coating that 			
reduces the adhesion & build-up of
dirt & grime for easier next-time 				
cleaning...and

3. PROTECT surfaces against the 			

growth of odor-causing bacteria,
mold & mildew in-between cleaning.

The Only Products That
Clean & Shield Today and Protect Tomorrow!
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